Evaluation of human mast cell-mediated cytotoxicity by DIOC18 target cell labeling in flow cytometry.
(51)Cr release assay (CRA) is still the standard method to study mast cell (MC)-mediated cytotoxicity in vitro. Non-radioactive methods e.g. MTT, Hoechst 22147 staining, have also been used. Though CRA has the benefit of being reproducible, it has several drawbacks e.g. spontaneous release and radioactivity. The basic strategy of this new flow cytometric assay involves labeling target cells with DIOC18, in addition to staining with propidium iodide to identify dead cells. 8-week-old human MCs were used as effectors. Human LAK-sensitive K-562; and LAK-resistant myeloid leukemia cell lines (DAMI, HL-60 and Meg-01) as well as 6 LAK-resistant myeloid leukemia patient samples were utilized. MCs/targets were co-incubated in certain ratios for short/long-term. Although there was some insignificant killing at 2 h/18 h, probably due to small sample size, significant killing in Meg-01 and HL-60 cells (27% and 39%; respectively) was observed at 48 h. This method clearly showed human MC-mediated cytotoxicity against human tumor cells. It was reproducible, reliable and cheaper without any radiation and spontaneous release. This is the first study to elucidate MC-mediated cytotoxicity by a flow cytometric assay.